
KNOW WHEN DANGER IS NEAR 
YOUR SCHOOL WITH ELSAG® 
AUTOMATIC LICENSE PLATE 
READER TECHNOLOGIES

Law enforcement and school officials are focused on 
increasing school safety. Leonardo’s ELSAG® Plate Hunter 
automatic license plate reader (ALPR) technologies 
provide several solutions to help identify suspect or  
law-breaking vehicles on and near campuses.

ELSAG ALPR cameras mounted near entrances, exits 
and other vulnerable areas read license plates of passing 
vehicles, capturing the plate number, camera location, 
date/time of the read and other information. Every plate 
number is instantaneously compared to white lists or hot 
lists, and when a suspect vehicle is identified, alarms are 
broadcast in real time to a command center and officers’ 
in-car computers, for immediate interdiction.

ELSAG® ALPR School Safety Solutions

 › White lists – lists can be created for all personnel and 
students allowed on campus or in restricted areas, 
alerting officers immediately if it reads a plate not 
included on the list.

 › Hot lists – license plate numbers are compared to 
lists of suspect plate numbers such as the NCIC list, 
sex offender lists, and watch lists, alerting officers 
immediately if the system reads a plate on the list.

 › Speed enforcement – ELSAG SpeedEnforcer calculates 
the speed vehicles are traveling between two fixed 
points, like the entrance and exit of a school speed zone. 
When a speeder is identified, officers waiting outside 
the speed zone are alerted in real time. 

 › ALPR data storage – all data collected by your ELSAG 
ALPR systems can be stored in the ELSAG Enterprise 
Operations Center™ (EOC) for access and analysis at any 
time, to aid investigations.

ALPR SYSTEMS
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ELSAG® ALPR School Safety Solutions

ELSAG® FIXED PLATE HUNTER ALPR SYSTEM

A network of fixed cameras mounted at entrances and 
exits, in parking lots and other strategic areas, read license 
plates on vehicles coming and going, day and night, 
comparing plate number to white lists and hot lists to 
identify suspect vehicles.

ELSAG® ENTERPRISE OPERATIONS CENTER                  
(ELSAG EOC)

The ELSAG® EOC data management system houses 
and manages all of the data collected by your ELSAG 
ALPR systems. This data can be accessed at any time 
for data analysis, providing intelligence that can aid your 
investigations by revealing a vehicle’s travel patterns or 
identifying possible witnesses, for example.
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